
CORRESPONDENCE/MEMORANDUM  
 

State of Wisconsin 

 
 
DATE: Sept. 7, 2022  
 
FILE REF:  Village of Rewey WWTF Discharge to Williams-Rewey Branch 
 
TO: Sarah Luck, WPDES Permit Limits Calculator  
 
FROM: Camille Bruhn, Water Quality Biologist, South Central Region; Kristi Minahan, Water 

Quality Standards Specialist; Nathan Wells, Engineer 
 
SUBJECT: DRAFT Williams-Rewey Branch (WBIC 932100) Stream Classification, Rewey WWTF 

Visit Summary  
 
 
Overview of issue  
A site visit was conducted on June 14, 2022, to determine the stream classification of Williams-Rewey 
Branch where the Rewey Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF) discharges. The permit is set to expire 
in September of 2022, and the stream classification needed to be assessed before the next permit 
reissuance. Currently, Williams-Rewey Branch is not listed in NR 104 but the facility is receiving some 
LAL limits based on a 1983 classification report. The entire stretch of Williams-Rewey Branch is Class II 
trout waters in the 1980 Trout Book (and currently), which means that its official designated use is 
Coldwater per ch. NR 102, Wis. Adm. Code. We were asked to assess the fish and habitat within 
Williams-Rewey Branch that receives discharge from the Rewey Wastewater Treatment Facility. Rewey 
is a small facility and a very low-flow discharger. The design flow is 0.025 MGD, but the actual 
discharge during the day of the visit was reported as 0.001 MGD.  The Village has LAL limits for BOD, 
DO, TSS, and TP.  
*Note: The previous permits listed an “unnamed tributary to Williams-Rewey Branch” as the direct 
receiving water. In the department’s current mapping system, the entire waterbody WBIC 932100 is 
named Williams-Rewey Branch, so the permit can be updated to show Williams-Rewey Branch as the 
direct receiving water. 
 
Summary of recommendations 
• Segment 1 (from the 6” corrugated pipe outfall downstream about 0.6 miles): 

o Codified designated use: Class II trout waters, per 1980 Trout Book, which lists “All” of 
“Williams-Rewey Creek” as Class II trout water. However, from the map in the 1980 Trout Book, 
it is unclear whether the original intent was to include as far upstream as this dry portion. The 
upstream extent of Williams-Rewey Branch may have been lengthened in later years due to 
updated mapping capabilities, which could have inadvertently resulted in extending the trout 
portion up into the dry run. It is also possible that the Trout Book intended to include the “North 
Fork” (unnamed trib WBIC 5038538), where major springs are located, rather than the West Fork 
dry run. During mapping upgrades, the department assigned stream names that followed the 
longest mapped extent, but this may not have been appropriate in this case. The most recent trout 
layer on the Surface Water Data Viewer includes “All” of the extent of Williams-Rewey Branch, 
including the dry West Fork, but this may be an artifact of an automated mapping extension of the 
classification into the dry portion upstream. 

o Classification used for previous permit issuance: LAL (Limited Aquatic Life), although they also 
have phosphorus limits in their previous permit. 

o Previous stream class recommendations: LAL from stream classification reports from 2004, 1983 
and 1981.  



 The 1981 report was written by Roger Schlesser, Water Quality Management Specialist, based 
on field surveys done prior to establishment of Rewey’s discharge. It said the portion from the 
proposed discharge site to the juncture with the North Fork (at NEQ, SWQ, S9, T4N, R1E) 
was a dry run with very little, if any, macroinvertebrate or fishery value, and should be 
classified as marginal (then known as class “E”). Major springs are located in the North Fork 
providing the flow for Williams-Rewey Branch. 

 In 1983 Roger Schlesser completed a second site visit after establishment of Rewey’s 
discharge. A habitat rating form was completed at that time for the portion from the outfall to 
NEQ, SEQ, S9, T4N, R1E, which resulted in a “Poor” score and confirmed a classification of 
marginal (“E”).  

 In 2004, based on the 1983 & 1981 reports, the stretch “from the WWTP outfall in the SWQ 
NEQ T4N R1E S8 to the confluence with the Williams Branch of the Pecatonica River” was 
proposed to be codified as LAL, but that code effort was not completed.  

o Modeled Natural Community: Cool-Cold Headwater (CCHW) 
o New recommended Natural Community and Designated Use (including whether LAL/LFF may 

be appropriate): During the June 2022 site visit by Camille Bruhn and Nathan Wells, no water 
was found in order to perform a fish or habitat survey; the stream is ephemeral where the 
discharge enters the channel. This is consistent with previous findings from the 1980s 
documentation. We concur that LAL is the appropriate classification for this stretch of stream, 
and recommend the following:  
 Permit limits based on LAL should be continued for the upcoming permit term, with 

downstream protection limits based on the Trout Class 2 water (coldwater) where the North 
Fork joins the West Fork.  

 Water resources biologists initiate discussion with fisheries biologists to propose redefining 
the extent of the Class 2 Trout water to rectify the conflicting use designation information.  

 If chapter NR 104, Wis. Adm. Code is updated in the future, consider codifying the stretch 
identified above as LAL. However, note that under future code revisions, other classifications 
such as “Macroinvertebrate water” may apply instead of LAL.  

 
If needed,  monitoring could be done to see where the water consistently starts to flow in Williams-Rewey 
Branch. However, due to the low flow rates and distance from the discharge to consistently flowing 
water, the effects from the WWTF discharge are most likely mitigated.  
 
Site Observations (see map and photos) 

• The western site (1 on map) is where effluent from the Rewey Wastewater Treatment Facility 
flows into a manhole in the pasture and splits between a 4” pipe to a cattle tank ~10-20 feet south 
of the manhole and a 6” corrugated pipe to a dry run of Williams-Rewey Branch. During the visit, 
water was dripping from the 4” pipe into the ~150 gallon cattle watering tank at a very slow rate. 
At this point there is no defined channel for Williams-Rewey Branch, even though a stream line 
is represented on the Surface Water Data Viewer map.  

• The eastern site (2 on map) is a 6” corrugated plastic pipe outfall. Terrestrial vegetation is 
growing here and it is usually dry. The only time this channel flows is during a big storm event, 
flowing overland through the defined channel. No water was here during the visit.  

• There are a couple springs downstream of the outfall (3 on map), but even these do not provide 
consistent flow to the headwaters of Williams-Rewey Branch. Flow most likely increases where 
the small Unnamed Tributary 5038538 (5 on map) joins Williams-Rewey Branch just before the 
pond (6 on map). Williams-Rewey Branch is likely ephemeral upstream of the confluence with 
the “North Fork”, Unnamed Tributary 5038538. Although the 2022 site visit did not extend down 
to the North Fork, springs in the North Fork were reported in the 1980s to contribute the majority 
of the flow to Williams-Rewey Branch. 

 



Discussion 
The Rewey Wastewater Treatment Facility discharges to a cattle watering tank and to a dry run channel 
of Williams-Rewey Branch. The discharge to the dry run channel does not provide a consistent flow and 
often does not flow at all. Due to very little or no water being found in Williams-Rewey Branch where the 
discharge is located, fish and habitat surveys were not conducted. Williams-Rewey Branch is likely an 
ephemeral stream until the “North Fork”, Unnamed Tributary 5038538, flows into the main channel and 
more springs appear.  
 
Both brook and brown trout have been found downstream in the stretch above Bromley Road in the past. 
Williams-Rewey Branch is a Class II trout stream for the portions where water is consistently flowing.  
 
The current LAL limits apply to the Rewey Wastewater Treatment Facility because the discharges are 
located in a cattle watering tank and a dry headwater area of Williams-Rewey Branch. The discharge flow 
is extremely low and is a lengthy distance from consistently flowing water.  As explained in the earlier 
sections of this memo, we think it likely that the extension of the trout water classification to this section 
of Williams-Rewey Branch may be in error, and recommend further discussions with fisheries biologists 
to determine whether the Trout Class 2 portion should be redefined. We therefore support continuing the 
LAL limits for this permit term and, once the issue of the trout water extent is resolved, consideration of 
adding this stretch to the code as LAL (or the appropriate classification at the time of code revision). 
Downstream protection limits would need to be included to protect the flowing downstream trout water 
(coldwater).  
 
Fish survey results (if available) 
A fish survey was not completed in 2022 because consistently flowing water was not found directly 
downstream of the WWTF outfall. Fish surveys were conducted in 2020 at the Bromley Rd and Sandhill 
Rd downstream crossings. Both surveys found brook trout and confirm that Williams-Rewey Branch is a 
Cool-Cold Headwater stream. A fish survey done in the vicinity of the confluence of Williams-Rewey 
with the North Fork in 1981 indicated an “excellent” biotic condition except for sediment impacts and 
indicated that it was being managed as a trout water. 
 
Habitat survey results (if available) 
A habitat survey was not completed in 2022 directly downstream of the WWTF due to the lack of 
consistently flowing water. A habitat survey done in 1983 of the “dry run” stretch resulted in a “Poor” 
rating; while below the confluence with the North Fork the habitat score was “Good”. 
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Site overview map and photos 

“West Fork” Springs 
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1 on map-Outfall discharge to cattle 
tank ~10-20 feet south of the 

manhole 

2 on map- 6” corrugated pipe 
discharge to Willimas-Rewey Branch 

dry channel 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 on map- Unnamed Tibutary/spring 
flowing out of the hill into Williams-

Rewey Branch 

4 on map- Dry channel of Williams-
Rewey Branch 
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